Low-temperature, simple and efficient preparation of perovskite solar cells using Lewis bases urea and thiourea as additives: stimulating large grain growth and providing a PCE up to 18.8%†
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We demonstrated that two Lewis bases — urea and thiourea — acted as efficient additives for CH3NH3(MA)PbI3 and MAPbI3 perovskite solar cells (PSCs) and observed a significant increase in PCE for the MAPbI3 devices in the presence of 1% urea with a remarkable PCE of 18.8% using an extremely low annealing temperature (85 °C).

Introduction

Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have become one of the most promising candidate technologies in next generation photovoltaics because of their high performance, solution processing techniques and potentially low cost.1–6 The quality of perovskites can be improved by solvent annealing, thermal treatment,7–9 or using additives10–14 to alter the morphology of the perovskites. In recent reports, the PCEs can reach a maximum of 22.7%.5,6 Theoretically speaking, it may produce a PCE of more than 30% with an improvement in fill factor (FF) and open circuit voltage (Voc).12–14 The incorporation of additive has been recognized as an efficient methodology to increase the performance of PSCs.15–18 Previous reports have demonstrated that incorporating diiodooctane (DIO), NH4Cl19,20 and alkylammonium iodides21,22 can increase the performance of PSC devices. Furthermore, the inserting of bulky cations can induce formation of 2D perovskites, which has been shown to improve the stability of PSCs.22 Recently, studies on additives further suggested the passivation of grain boundaries of perovskites for PCE enhancement.23–26 for instances, doping perovskites with pyridine,27 tri[n-octyl]phosphine oxide,28 polymers29 and fullerens.28,30 The use of these additives with particular functional groups led to an expansion of the perovskite grains and significantly reduced the recombination of charges at the grain boundaries of the perovskites.31 Typically, these grain boundaries ended with functionalities of either halogens or alkylammonium ions. Because thermal instability of these structures led to formation of the under-coordinated lead ion (Pb2+) and Pb–I antosite defects at grain boundaries, such a notion increased the number of trap states leading to charge accumulation and carrier recombination.32 Yang and co-workers first used urea and thiourea as additives for CH3NH3(MA)PbI3 derived normal (ITO/TiO2) PSCs, and demonstrated a PCE of 18.25% using an annealing temperature of 100 °C.19 Meng et al. used DMSO/urea to increase the PCE of normal devices up to 20.06% with the perovskites (FAPbI3)0.75(MAPbI3)0.17(MAPbBr3)0.08 and urea derived anti-solvent washing process.33 Considering the complexity of perovskite compositions and the myriad fabricating parameters involved in the previous process, we explored the urea and thiourea as simple precursor additives for inverted [MAPbI3-xClx and MAPbI3] PSCS. We adopted the ITO/NiOx or PEDOT:PSS/ perovskite/PCBM/Ag structure and found the performance up to 18.8% with little hysteresis for urea-derived devices using a low annealing temperature, as low as 85 °C. In particular, the grain size of perovskite can be grown up to 935 nm—which was as twice large as those using conventional method and became a key factor on contributing to the high PCE.

Results and discussion

We studied the effects for perovskites in the presence of urea and thiourea (Fig. 1a), and analyzed these perovskites thin films (w/ or w/o additives) using ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-vis), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and grazing incidence wide angle X-ray diffraction (GIWAXS) measurements and varied the fabricated conditions—annealing temperatures and film compositions. These Lewis bases induced the intermolecular forces and were proven to be the passivation for trap states and led to efficient inter-grain carriers transporting.27,32 First, we fabricated the PSCs using the structure of ITO/
PEDOT:PSS/MAPbI$_3$-xCl$_y$/PCBM/Ag. We manipulated the concentration of urea and thiourea to the MAPbI$_3$-xCl$_y$ system at 0.5%, 1%, and 3% as additives to 30 wt% of MAPbI$_3$-xCl$_y$ precursor. We observed that the layers of MAPbI$_3$-xCl$_y$ could turn into a dark brown perovskite within 10 seconds from yellow colored precursors upon annealing at 90 °C with the addition of 0.5%, 1%, and 3% of urea and thiourea, respectively. For normal films, the precursor didn’t change from yellow to dark brown at 90 °C in 60 minutes until an extended annealing for 2.5 h. The urea- and thiourea-derived films changed to opaque appearance in 30 minutes, which indicated an over-crystallization of the perovskites. Therefore, we reduced the temperature to 80, 75 and 65 °C and fixed the addition concentration with 0.5% and 1%. We observed that the surface of the perovskite films still over-crystallized when 0.5% and 1% of urea was added at 80 °C and heated at 75 °C for 2.5 hours, respectively (Fig. S1 and S2†). The addition of 1% urea at 65 °C for 4.5 h resulted in as similar appearance of perovskites as a normal cell as shown in Fig. S1. Compared with the normal MAPbI$_3$-xCl$_y$, the film showed as yellow as colored precursor (Fig. S3†). Similar phenomena were observed for thiourea-derived films (Fig. S2c to c-2†). The addition of 0.5% thiourea at 70 °C for 2.5 hours allowed the optimized formation of perovskites. It was noteworthy that the transformation of MAPbI$_3$-xCl$_y$ from precursor to under the annealing temperature below 75 °C for 2 hours was incomplete for the perovskite films (w/o thiourea) since we can clearly observe the yellow appearance throughout the process. Fig. 1b showed the UV-vis for 1% urea (65 °C, 4.5 h) and 0.5% thiourea (75 °C, 2.5 h) derived films. Compared with normal films, we observed an increase in the intensity of the absorbance. This implied that the additives might improve the morphology (coverage) of MAPbI$_3$-xCl$_y$. Similar phenomena was observed for MAPbI$_3$ films when compared with the normal films at same fabrication condition with annealing at 100 °C for 10 min on NiO$_x$ surface (Fig. 1b).

For a standard MAPbI$_3$-xCl$_y$, it required an annealing at 90 °C for 2.5 hours to provide a coverage rate of 94% (Fig. S4b†). The surface morphology of the MAPbI$_3$-xCl$_y$ (w/o additive at 65 °C for 4.5 h) exhibited more holes and with a coverage of 82.7% (Fig. S4a†). The incomplete transformation led to small grain size and poor surface coverage. As our expected, the surface coverage (97.7%) of the 1% urea-derived film (with a relatively lower annealing temperature of 65 °C for 4.5 hours) was greatly improved since the pores were reduced and the grain boundaries were relatively more continuous (Fig. S4c†). Compared with the devices annealed at 90 °C w/o additives, the coverage increased from 94.0% to 97.7% (Fig. S4b and c†). We found that the coverage of 0.5% thiourea derived perovskite showed a best coverage of 98.9% with the annealing temperature of 75 °C for 2.5 hours (Fig. S4d†). As shown in Fig. 2a–c, it can be observed that MAPbI$_3$-xCl$_y$ films showed a significant increase in crystal grain size compared to normal perovskite thin film after addition of 1% urea with 100 °C annealing for 10 minutes—the grain size increased from 184.9 nm to 368.9 nm. Similarly, the grain size increased to 369.8 nm upon addition of 0.5% thiourea. We observed a significantly increase in grain size under 85 °C (10 min) annealing process. The grain sizes of 1% urea and 0.5% thiourea derived films increased from 102.0 nm to 935.1 and 891.0 nm, respectively (Fig. 2d–f). For 1% urea derived perovskites at an annealing temperature of 65 °C for 20 min, the grain size increased from 93.2 nm to 608.9 nm, and the grains by addition of 0.5% thiourea increased to 895.2 nm (Fig. S5a–c†). Therefore, it was evidenced by SEM analysis that the addition of small amount of urea or thiourea can efficiently promote the growth of MAPbI$_3$-xCl$_y$ thin films at a lower annealing temperature—resulting in a relatively flat film with less holes. In the MAPbI$_3$, we observed the greatly increase in grain size of perovskites, implied electrons and holes can be more effectively transported to the corresponding charge transport layer, and lower leakage current was expected at the interfaces that enhanced the PCE.

According to GIWAXS analysis in Fig. S6† there were some (110) signatures but no significant (220) signatures when the MAPbI$_3$-xCl$_y$ based precursor was annealed at 65 °C for 4.5 hours without the addition of additives. We speculated that the annealing temperature could be too low to fully convert the precursor solution into perovskite thin film. With the increase of annealing temperature, it showed obvious characteristic peaks at (110) and (220) at 75 °C. It can be assumed that the precursor solution has been converted to a better perovskite thin film. However, upon addition of 1% urea with annealing at 65 °C, the significant (110) and (220) signature signals were observed. Therefore, it can be inferred that the precursor
Similar phenomenon was observed for MAPbI₃, the addition of urea can be reduced to help the nucleation and growth of the grains. Therefore, it was proved that the annealing temperature can be reduced to help effectively conversion of the additives derived perovskite precursors into a well crystalline perovskite thin film by GIWAXS analysis. Furthermore, the intensity of the characteristic peaks, (110) and (220), changed—which proved that doping urea and thiourea as additives can effectively affect the nucleation and growth of the grains. Similar phenomenon was observed for MAPbI₃, the addition of urea and thiourea in MAPbI₃-based perovskites at 100 °C for 10 minutes showed an obvious and stronger characteristic peaks of (110) and (220) when compared with the MAPbI₃ without additive (Fig. 3a). In an annealing temperature at 85 °C for 10 minutes, 1% urea derived MAPbI₃ film showed stronger (110) and (220) characteristic peak signals and no other extra peaks were generated. This implied that the addition of urea in the MAPbI₃ system can effectively help the grain growth and improve the efficiency in a relatively low temperature environment.

Table S1† summarized the performance of MAPbI₃−xClₓ devices. The PCEs of normal devices (90 °C) were 8.8 ± 0.9%. According to Table S1 and Fig. S7,† upon addition of 1% urea and 0.5% thiourea to the perovskite devices, there were clear improvements on short circuit current density (Jsc) and Voc. We observed that the better perovskite thin films can be obtained at lower temperature upon addition of 1% urea or 0.5% thiourea as compared to the normal devices. The PCEs of the control devices at 65 °C was 4.1 ± 1.0% while the PCEs of 1% urea derived devices at the annealing temperature of 65 °C was 13.0 ± 0.39%. When compared with a normal cell, we observed an increase in PCEs of 34.7% from 9.8 to 13.2%. It was reproducible for the devices with addition of urea at the annealing temperature of 65 °C, so were the devices with doping 0.5% thiourea. Based on the Rsh values, we inferred that the Rsh values increased from 231.6 to 576.7 Ω cm² upon doping with 1% urea. The resulted suggested that the perovskite precursor can be converted into a smooth MAPbI₃−xClₓ with high coverage led to efficient hole/electron transport, low leakage current and improved in Jsc values; therefore, the PCE of the PSC device was relatively increased. The device showed a slight increase in Jsc upon addition of 0.5% thiourea as an additive, presumably because of the good surface morphology of the perovskite thin film after annealing. Therefore, it caused reduction of energy levels and defects; a larger parallel resistance was resulted. As shown in Table 1, the PCEs of normal MAPbI₃-based devices prepared at 100 °C were 14.4 ± 0.3%. With the addition of 1% urea and 0.5% thiourea, the Jsc and FF values were significantly increased at different heating temperatures, so that the PCEs can be increased. The PCEs of the normal devices at 85 °C was 13.1 ± 0.3% (Table S2†). The PCEs of the 1% urea derived devices (85 °C) was 18.5 ± 0.3 with a best performance of 18.8%, along with a Jsc of 22.58 mA cm⁻², the Voc of 1.06 V and the FF of 78.5% (Table 1 and Fig. 3b). The devices from 85 °C outperformed than those derived from the 100 °C process due to the greater grain size (Fig. 2). At an annealed temperature of 65 °C (10 min), the PCEs of the normal devices were 7.0 ± 0.2% while the PCEs of the 1% urea derived devices were 15.9 ± 0.3%. This value is record high among the highest reported performance for PSC under such low annealing condition. We observed an increase in performance for the devices in the presence of 0.5% thiourea (at the annealing temperature of 100 °C) with the PCEs 16.2 ± 0.05% (Table S2 and Fig. S8f). Since hysteresis effect appeared to be widespread in PSCs, we found that the hysteresis effect of the device after addition of 1% urea (85 °C, 10 min) was not significant, and the J–V curves for the forward and reverse scans with various delay times were similar (Table S3†).

Fig. 3 (a) GIWAXS patterns, (b) J–V curves, (c) IPCE, (d) TRPL decay curves and (e) electrochemical impedance spectral (EIS) Nyquist plots (the symbols are experimental data, the solid curves are fitting data and the corresponding electronic circuit is shown on top inset) for MAPbI₃ PSCs.

Based upon the incident photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE) graph in Fig. S9,† the spectra of MAPbI₃−xClₓ PSCs were similar. The contribution of IPCE was about located at wavelengths of 400 and 800 nm. At annealing temperature of 65 °C for 4.5 hours, the maximum of IPCE located at 600 nm increased from 17% to 77% after using 1% urea as additives. It was presumed that the perovskites with additives were effectively modified so that defects and trap levels were reduced. Therefore, it required less energy for grain growth and achieved a comparably high Jsc value at 65 °C. It can be observed from Fig. S10† that the main contribution of IPCE spectra was about 450 nm to 750 nm upon addition of 0.5% thiourea under the same annealing
Table 1 Photovoltaic parameters of MAPbI₃ based PSC devices prepared under various fabrication conditions and different annealing temperature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Devices</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Jₒᵣ (mA cm⁻²)</th>
<th>Vₒᵣ (V)</th>
<th>FF (%)</th>
<th>PCE (%)</th>
<th>PCEff (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>100 °C (10 min)</td>
<td>19.0 ± 0.4</td>
<td>1.05 ± 0.02</td>
<td>73.8 ± 2.2</td>
<td>14.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>14.6⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urea</td>
<td>85 °C (10 min)</td>
<td>22.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>1.06 ± 0.01</td>
<td>77.9 ± 1.2</td>
<td>18.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>18.8⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thiourea</td>
<td>100 °C (10 min)</td>
<td>21.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>1.07 ± 0.01</td>
<td>72.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>16.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>16.2⁺</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁺ Best performance. Rₒsh = 1417.1 Ω cm², Rₛ = 32.8 Ω cm². Rₒsh = 3003.3 Ω cm², Rₛ = 31.3 Ω cm². Rₒsh = 1030.2 Ω cm², Rₛ = 30.2 Ω cm².

Conditions, in which IPCE increased from 73.9% to 83.9% (640 nm). Because the increase in grain size and UV-vis absorbance, the 1% urea derived MAPbI₃ devices showed the highest IPCE located at 610 nm with an intensity of 87.4% (Fig. 3c and S10†).

To further investigate the effects on performance of MAPbI₃-based perovskite thin films upon adding urea, we conducted a time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) measurements. Fig. 3d showed PL decay curves of MAPbI₃-based perovskite thin films and the addition of 1% urea perovskite thin films. Table S4† summarized the PL carrier lifetimes parameters. We found that lifetimes τ₁ (ns) and τ₂ (ns) were only 10.3 ns and 2.3 ns, respectively, when MAPbI₃-based perovskites were urea free.

After urea was added, τ₁ (ns) and τ₂ (ns) increased to 16.1 ns and 4.3 ns, respectively. This indicated that the addition of urea can prolong the carrier life-time and reduce the occurrence of trap defects and recombination. To characterize the internal resistance and charge transfer kinetics of PSCs w/ or w/o additive, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed under illumination with same light intensity as AM1.5G. The Nyquist plots and fitting curves are illustrated in Fig. 3e, showing two semicircles in the frequency range 100 MHz to 4 MHz. The experimental data were fitted quite well according to the equivalent circuit model shown in the inset of the figure; the fitting parameters are summarized in Table S5†. For the fitting results, the Rₛ represents the series resistance of the ITO substrate. The semicircles in the high frequency region are related to C₁ and Rₛ, representing the charge transfer in the perovskite layer; C₁ might be dominated by the geometric capacitance and may contain components of contact layers responding in a high-frequency domain. The semicircle represented by C₂ and R₂ in the low frequency region reflects the interfacial charge recombination processes. The Nyquist plots show the urea-derived device with a lower charge-transfer resistance (Rₛ) than that normal device, indicating that the charge transfer inside the perovskite layers were more efficient for the former than latter (the normal cell). The R₂ of both devices showed similar charge-recombination (RC) resistance, indicating that the CR rates in the perovskite/HTL or perovskite/EIL interface were similar and this explains both devices have similar open-circuit voltages. These results imply that urea in perovskite could improve the charge transfer of the perovskite layer, thus enhancing the corresponding device performance compared to the reference cell without an additive. Fig. S11† displayed the PL spectra of the normal and urea derived perovskite films on glass without NiOₓ. Because of larger crystal size for urea—perovskite, we observed an improvement in the PL intensity. The phenomenon is consistence with TRPL result.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated a lower temperature perovskites formation process through addition of 1% urea and 0.5% thiourea into the precursor of MAPbI₃–Clₓ or MAPbI₃ perovskite. We found that urea can effectively convert the perovskites precursor solution into a better surface, grain size and crystalline perovskite thin film at a relatively low temperature. Through this technique, we improved the PCE of the MAPbI₃–Clₓ devices from 4.1 ± 1.0% to 13.0 ± 0.4% with a higher surface coverage from 82.7% to 97.7%. The addition of urea and thiourea as additives to MAPbI₃-based PSCs has similar effects. We found that PCEs can be increased by up to 18.8% (18.5 ± 0.3) from the 13.1 ± 0.3% at an annealing temperature of 85 °C for 10 minutes upon adding 1% urea. PCEs can be increased by up to 16.2% (15.9 ± 0.3) from the 7.0 ± 0.2% upon annealing at 65 °C for 20 minutes after the addition of 1% urea. The addition of urea and thiourea can promote grain growth and reduce the grain boundary of the thin film in MAPbI₃-based devices, allowing the electron and hole to be transferred more effectively. As a result, this additive technique provided modification of defects and traps of perovskites that has improved overall efficiency and reproducibility.

Experimental

All chemicals were purchased from Aldrich and used as received, unless otherwise specified. MAI was synthesized according to previously reported techniques. The detailed experimental and fabricated conditions are shown in the ESI†.
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